It is the obtention of these subsurface geophysical parameters that will be described in this article.
In addition, most algorithms also require specification of migration-parameters related to dip response and aperture (in turn related to cost): limiting the values of these parameters would reduce cost but degrade the image, so trade-off decisions need to be made in selecting these migration parameter values.
As an aside, we should ideally use a parameter model estimation technique that is based on the same level of theoretical and numerical approximations as the migration scheme we intend to use. Otherwise we will have a mismatch in algorithmic capabilities. Unfortunately, this ideal case was seldom achieved in the past. In practise, we usually have about a ten-year lag between the implementation of a migration scheme and the parameter estimation technique based on the corresponding level of theoretical complexity. The reason for this is simple: migration takes a given set of parameters and produces an image (a 'forward' problem) which is easy to do, whereas model building takes the raw unmigrated or the migrated data, and has to use them in some way so as to provide parameter estimation (an 'inverse' problem) which is very difficult to do. So as soon as we have enough computer power, we can run complex migration algorithms, but for the corresponding inverse problem, we have a plethora of complex issues to resolve (over-determined inversion of inconsistent data, local minima, large numbers of internal iterations required to converge, etc., e.g. Symes and Huang 2014; Schuster 2015) .
The word velocity itself can be contentious. The unwary practitioner can be readily misled by the numerical quantity that happens to have units of metres per second: is the quantity being considered an -instantaneous, interval, average, maximum coherency, stacking, root-mean-square (RMS), normal-moveout (NMO), vertical, horizontal, or polar velocity? And as pointed-out by Al-Chalabi (1997 it might well be advisable to refer to the numbers we use in migration and data pre-conditioning as processing-velocities (or pro-velocities) rather than just 'velocities' so as to distinguish them from the actual sound speed in a given rock volume. Similar confusion can arise when describing geological depth (as measured in a bore hole) as opposed to geophysical depth (as obtained from a depth migration image). These notions will be revisited later in the section on anisotropy.
It is perhaps also worth noting, that as velocity estimation needs a pre-stack domain (so as to evaluate moveout behaviour), then velocity analysis performed in the migrated domain will require migrated gathers. Whereas ray methods (such as Kirchhoff and beam migration) can inherently produce gathers, wavefield extrapolation methods do not. In the case of WEM methods, we need to invoke various computational tricks to create gathers (see for example Jones 2014). (x,t) or (x,y,t) = (space,time), (x,y,z) = (space,depth), (x,f) or (x,y,f) = (space, frequency) [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] 2D postSTM Finite Difference (FD) (x,t) and (x,f) Initially with 15º, then 45º and later 60º dip limits [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] 2D DMO + 2D postSTM Dip moveout (DMO) introduced to remove some aspects of the dip dependence of velocity prior to stacking [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] 2D postSTM Finite Difference (FD) (x,t) and (x,f) Initially with 30º, then 45º and later 60 º dip limits [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] 2D postSDM FD (x,f) Initially 45º and later 60º dip limits [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] 3D DMO + 3D postSTM 3D DMO + FD (x,y,f) time migration Initially with 45º and later 60º dip limits [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] 3D DMO + 3D zero-offset constant velocity preSTM, followed by a de-migration of the stack and then 3D postSTM 3D DMO + constant velocity phase shift (Stolt) zero offset preSTM, and subsequent de-migration, in conjunction with FD (x,y,f) postSTM 1990-1995 2D full-offset preSDM FD focusing analysis interactive (x,f) 1993-1997 DMO + 3D zero-offset constant velocity preSTM, followed by a de-migration of the stack and then 3D postSDM Constant velocity phase shift (Stolt) zero offset preSTM, and subsequent poststack de-migration, in conjunction with FD (x,y,f) postSDM 1995 -present Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D preSDM Kirchhoff (x,y,z) isotropic [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] Full-offset v(x,y,t) 3D preSTM Kirchhoff (x,y,t) straight ray
2002-present
Full-offset v(x,y,t) 3D anisotropic preSTM Kirchhoff (x,y,t) curved and turning ray and anisotropic 2000-present Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D preSDM Isotropic wavefield extrapolation (WE) either with for example FD, SSFPI, and non-WE beam 2000 -present Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D anisotropic preSDM outputting gathers TTI Kirchhoff (x,y,z) anisotropic turning ray [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D anisotropic preSDM outputting gathers VTI wavefield extrapolation, with for example FD SSFPI, and alternatively non-WE beam [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D anisotropic preSDM VTI two-way wavefield extrapolation using reverse time migration, or two-pass one-way extrapolation [2008] [2009] Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D anisotropic preSDM outputting gathers VTI beam or two-way wavefield extrapolation using reverse time migration 2009-present Full-offset v(x,y,z) 3D anisotropic visco-acoustic preSDM outputting gathers Deriving parameters for migration: 1D versus 3D assumptions Let's first consider the derivation of isotropic laterally invariant (1D) P-wave velocity. When performing conventional velocity analysis on a common mid-point (CMP) gather, we create a 'velocity spectrum' (which is a form of Radon transform) by fitting traveltime trajectories to the observed CMP data (e.g. Al-Chalabi 2014). However, the underlying assumptions behind this approach (shown in Figure 1) are that:
-a single analytic function can be fitted across all offsets, whether that be a 2 nd order hyperbolic fit or a higher order ('anisotropic') nonhyperbolic fit. In other words, there is no lateral change in parameter values across the offset range recorded.
-the subsurface reflectors are flat lying, thus the reflection points are positioned vertically below the CMP location (i.e. the Earth is one-dimensional).
When there is lateral subsurface parameter change (whether this be velocity or structural dip), this one dimensional earth assumption is inappropriate, and the true reflection point no longer coincides with the common midpoint (Figure 2 ). In addition, migration algorithms that set-out to handle lateral parameter variation (depth migrations) require the parameters to be in their true subsurface locations, and not arbitrarily posted vertically below the analysis points. In order to achieve this, we have to analyse parameter information for each offset independently, effectively looking back along each 3D raypath to assess which parts of the subsurface have been traversed by energy arriving at a given receiver: and this requires a tomographic inverse solution. For example, in a ray-based reflection tomographic approach, we would perform ray tracing though a starting model and compare computed traveltimes with observed traveltimes (Figure 3 ). The word tomography itself derives from the Greek from 'tomo' (for slice or cut) and 'graph' (to draw). In other words, we describe the structure of an object based on a collection of slices through it. For several source-receiver pairs, forming a CMP gather, we have a travel-time measurement for each sourcereceiver offset. In this case, we can fit a curve with a single representative parameter (V maximum-coherence = V stacking ~ V RMS ) for isotropic media and with two parameters V nmo and eta effective (which characterises the deviation from purely hyperbolic moveout) for anisotropic media. The maximum coherence best-fit curves can be represented in the hyperbolic-Radon transform domain as a 'velocity analysis spectrum', shown on the right. An inversion scheme can be developed to iteratively update the model by minimizing the differences between the observed and computed traveltimes for all gathers and all reflectors. a) ray tracing through the current model to estimate traveltimes associated with each offset for a reflecting horizon. b) comparison of actual and computed traveltimes for the horizon.
Inversion
Inversion deals with the mathematics of describing a thing based on measurements or observations that are associated with that thing. For example, consider some observed output data, d, associated with a model, m (that we want to know about), where the observed data result from some process associated with the model. With certain assumptions about the behaviour of this process, namely that there is a linear relationship between the model and the process, we can then write:
and the model recovered from the inversion process would thus be:
A formal description of this procedure was given by Backus and Gilbert (1968) and Backus (1970) in the context of inverse theory applied to geophysical observations. In general the parameters of the model and the observed data are described by a string of values (in vector form), and the operator G is described by a matrix. With p observations (i.e. d is a vector of length p) describing a model of n variables (i.e. m is a vector of length n), then G will be a matrix of size (p x n). If G is a square matrix (i.e. p = n) and some other conditions are met, then it is possible to directly determine the matrix G -1 which is the inverse of G. However, in general p is not equal to n, and other techniques must be employed to obtain a useable inverse of G in order to estimate the desired model parameters (e.g. Schuster 2015) . In addition, the available data are often noisy, inconsistent, and/or unreliable, consequently, an entire branch of mathematics has evolved dealing with attempts to estimate a model based on the 'interpretation of inaccurate, insufficient, and inconsistent data' (see for example the work of this title by Jackson, 1972) .
In the specific case of traveltime measurements made in a surface seismic experiment, where we are trying to determine the velocity structure of the earth, we have a particular inverse problem where the measured data d are represented by a vector of two-way traveltimes measured for sound waves emanating from a source, propagating through the earth and reflecting off an horizon, then returning to an individual receiver. We will have one of these two-way traveltime measurements for each offset recorded and also for every reflecting horizon that we pick in the data. In order to preserve measured traveltimes during any subsequent averaging processes, we invert for slowness (1/velocity) rather than velocity (averaging velocity does not preserve traveltime as time is proportional to 1/v). The velocity model m is thus described in terms of a vector of slownesses 's' (e.g. Claerbout 2004). One could consider a 3D subsurface volume divided into a large number of (perhaps) rectangular model cells with a constant slowness in each cell -these individual cell-slownesses are the model parameters, m, we want to find. G is a matrix of path lengths that the rays traverse in each cell of the velocity model (Figure 4 ), which depend on the location of the sources and receivers on the surface: in other words, the G matrix describes the geometry of the problem.
The arrival time for the ray-path ABC for the fifth offset shown in Figure 4 for a source at location 'A' and a receiver at location 'C', for the ray path reflecting off the dipping surface at 'B', comprises contributions from the travel paths g ij , through each of the boxes traversed, such that: 
The solution to this particular inverse problem, as solved using reflection traveltime tomography, is dealt with in Lo and Inderwiesen 1994, as well as by Riabinkin et al. 1962; Bishop et al. 1985; Lines and Treitel 1985; Sword 1986; Etgen 1988; Stork 1992; Wang et al. 1995; Kosloff et al. 1996; Sexton 1998; Lambare 2004; Gray 2014 , amongst many others.
The tomography algorithm iterates so as to minimize the arrival-time difference between the real observed data and synthetic forward modelled data (this might be done for all locations on all layers simultaneously, or layerby-layer in a top-down manner). Within the tomography algorithm there will typically be dozens of such iterations each involving a new forward modelling exercise. Unfortunately, there will always be many slightly different models that could equally well yield forward modelling that matches the observed field data (the issue of non-uniqueness), and also the inversion may converge on a local minimum which is not truly representative of the real earth structure (although this latter problem can be mitigated with various schemes).
Hence, one important conclusion to draw from inverse theory is that there is never a correct answer, and never can be: at best we can only obtain models that adequately explain the observed data. This uncertainty is a manifestation of the principle of non-uniqueness in inverse theory.
So if you ask 'is the model right' then you're asking the wrong question! Figure 4 . For a CMP gather, we have many arrival time measurements for a given subsurface reflector element. Each source-to-receiver travel-path can be decomposed into its elemental contributions from each cell (note that element g 58 is 'v' shaped, as it includes the reflection point). Each raypath will not actually be a straight line, but will refract at each grid-cell boundary, and may also be curved. Traveltimes autopicked on the real data gathers will be compared to the ray-trace computed traveltimes at each iteration. Ambiguity in traveltime measurement can arise for example from errors in wavelet phase or receiver location.
Estimating image uncertainty
Given that we can never obtain a 'correct' model based on measured data, we need to assess how suitable the derived approximate model is. It transpires that this is an extremely difficult task to undertake in a quantitative manner. There are certain minimum acceptance criteria, which tell us that at least the derived model explains the observed data: namely flat image gathers following migration with the obtained model, which also match all available well data (at least to within some specified acceptance threshold).
Putting error-bars on images is another issue. Many workers have attempted this over the years, and there are two broad approaches to accomplishing this task. Firstly, we can assess the measured residual moveout in the final migrated image gathers (following a comprehensive model building exercise, which would usually involve several iterations of ray or waveform tomography). Then, using an estimate to the inherent measurement uncertainty in the residual moveout (RMO) measurements (e.g. Ashton et al. 1994; Al-Chalabi, 1997, Chen and Schuster, 1999; Tom Armstrong, pers. com., Jones 2010) , many dozens of slight perturbations are introduced into the RMO values, with a distribution bounded by the estimated uncertainty (and the distribution of uncertainty might be further bounded by picked horizons). For each of these slight RMO perturbations, a tomographic inversion is run so as to update the velocity model: this yields an ensemble of possible velocity model realisations, each of which is consistent with the observed data, to within the uncertainties associated with our measured RMO. Then, for a specified target horizon, map de-migration is performed (just once) followed by successive map migrations for each of these velocity models, giving rise to a spatial distribution of possible positions for each specified picked reflector. Map migration is an approximate migration technique whereby a time horizon is picked from say, a stacked section, and then, in conjunction with an interval velocity field, Snell's law is used to reposition this horizon to its equivalent depth location. This in effect delivers a lowcost emulation of a full depth migration. Map de-migration is the reverse procedure, converting a depth horizon picked from a preSDM image, to the corresponding (perhaps multivalued) time horizon positions. Such methods of assessing structural uncertainty have been described by Cognot et al. 1995, Thore and Hass, 1996; Thore and Juliard, 1999; Thore et al., 2002, and Letki et al. 2013 . Similar methods for anisotropic parameter uncertainty estimation are discussed Bachrach (2010).
The second approach is more esoteric, involving the mathematics of inversion used within the tomographic solvers, dealing with what is called the model resolution matrix. This can be employed to assess the uncertainty associated with each of the inverted parameter values, but still needs to be used in conjunction with something like a map migration to assess the effect on image position (see for example Jackson, 1972; Menke, 1989; Berryman, 1997 Berryman, , 2001 Etgen, 2008; Chitu et al., 2008; Osypov et al. 2008; or Jones 2010) .
Resolution scale length
If we intend to use sound to image the subsurface, then we first need a mathematical description of how sound propagates. This can be done using either ray-theory or wave-theory. Ray theory is a gross simplification of describing how waves propagate, but is sufficient if the sound's wavelength is small compared to the objects we are illuminating. Essentially, ray theory considers the behaviour of points on the expanding sound wavefront, and monitors their progress as the wavefront expands into the earth. Observing an individual point on the wavefront for all propagation times, and then joining together this set of individual points forms a ray. Ray theory tells us in which direction the wave is propagating, and how long it takes to get to a given point.
Velocity variation can be classified on the basis of the scale length of its lateral variation in comparison to the wavelength of the seismic wavelet. If the velocity scale length is much greater than the seismic wavelength, then ray-based tomography using only traveltime information can resolve the features. If not, then this highfrequency ray-based approach is inappropriate because diffraction behaviour will predominate, and waveform tomography (also referred to as full waveform inversion, or diffraction tomography) which uses the wavelet amplitude information must be used instead. One way of understanding this distinction is to consider two nearby bits of dirt on a reflecting horizon. If the wavelength of the sound impinging on this horizon is significantly smaller than the separation of the pieces of dirt, then as the sound wave refracts through this horizon, the vibrational behaviour of these 'dirt molecules' (Larson, 1995) is likely to be independent of each other. In this case when the sound frequency is high, it makes sense to describe the refraction of a theoretical ray at each location as being totally independent. However, if the wavelength is comparable to the separation, then the vibrational behaviour at points along that region of the reflector will not be independent, and the simple refraction description of sound transmission will be inappropriate. Figure 5a shows a situation where there is a velocity anomaly whose physical dimensions are much larger than the seismic wavelength. In this case, describing the propagating wavefront with representative rays normal to the wavefront (for the isotropic case) is acceptable, because Snell's law adequately describes the refractive and reflective behaviour at the interfaces of the anomalous velocity region. Conversely, once the velocity anomaly is of similar scale length to the seismic wavelet, as shown in Figure 5b , then diffraction behaviour dominates because scattering is governing the position of the wavefronts. In this case, rather than just considering the arrival times of the events, we use the wave equation to estimate how the waveform will propagate through a given model, starting with some initial guess of the model. Whereas traveltime tomography is iterated with renditions of ray tracing, with waveform tomography we must iterate with renditions of the propagating waveform using repeated forward modelling with, for example, finite difference code, which is expensive (e.g. Tarantola 1984; Worthington 1984; Pratt et al., 1996; 2002; Pratt 2003; Sirgue and Pratt 2004; Warner et al. 2010 ).
Figure 5. a) Seismic wavelength much smaller than the anomaly we are trying to resolve. The propagating wavefront can adequately be described by ray-paths. b) Seismic wavelength larger or similar to the anomaly we are trying to resolve. The elements of the velocity feature behave more like point scatterers producing secondary wavefronts. Trying to describe the propagation behaviour as 'rays' obeying Snell's law, is no longer appropriate (from Jones 2010).
Using a starting guess of the model, we perform an acoustic, or elastic, finite difference modelling exercise for a limited bandwidth to make a synthetic version of the recorded shot data. The real and synthetic modelled data are subtracted, and the tomography iterates to update the gridded velocity model so as to minimize this difference. In principle, this technique can resolve features smaller than the seismic wavelengths available in the recorded data, as phase and amplitude changes are very sensitive to slight variations in the velocity.
Given that we can use either of these two possible ways of describing sound propagation (rays or waves) and that we could work with either raw unmigrated data or migrated data, we will have four possible ways of framing a tomographic problem. Table 2 summarizes these four basic possibilities for performing tomographic inversion for velocity model building. As tomography using the full waveform is a rapidly developing field, the terminology is still evolving hence we may find different names in the literature. Full waveform tomography has already been used for many years in global seismology, but its application to the more ambitious goal of resolving detailed sedimentary structure is relatively recent. 
Generic model building loop for ray-based tomography
When building a parameter model of the subsurface, we need to select a way of representing the information. Generally, models can be represented by layers, grids, or combinations of both (e.g. Billette et al. 2002) . For older rocks where sedimentary interfaces delimit changes in the velocity field, the geology 'lends itself' to a layer-based model representation. In other words, the reflectivity is greatly influenced by the velocity contrast at the layer boundaries. Conversely, in geologically younger environments, where the velocity regime may be decoupled from sedimentation, and be more influenced by vertical compaction gradients controlled by dewatering, with iso-velocity contours sub-paralleling the sea bed, a gridded approach to velocity model building might be a better way to represent the subsurface.
However, a layer-based approach can miss subtle variation within layers, and a purely gridded approach may be unable to preserve rapid velocity variations, and moreover, for layers with very low impedance contrasts or poorly illuminated regions with significant velocity contrasts, we still need to constrain the model with interpretational input. With this in mind, many contemporary model building schemes employ gridded parameter fields in conjunction with picked horizon constraints at major velocity boundaries.
Whereas the initial model will usually have a smooth sediment velocity field, a detailed interpretation of the water bottom (for marine data) and surface topography (for land data) is incorporated. For marine data, we may use an initial preSDM using the water-velocity profile and pick the seabed reflector from this preSDM volume.
The information used to build the initial smooth sediment model often comes from time-domain information such as picked time horizons, stacking velocity fields, interval velocities (if available), vertical compaction gradients (or well information from which to derive them), and anisotropic parameter estimates if available.
From this initial time model, a starting depth model is derived after appropriate editing and smoothing of the initial information, and incorporation of the surface or sea bed topography.
At this juncture, if we are using ray-based tomography we commence an iterative preSDM model update. After each iteration of migration, outputting common reflection point (CRP) gathers (perhaps on a 50 m * 50 m grid) a continuous locally-coherent event autopicker is used to track residual moveout (RMO) in the offset or angle domain over the 3D volume. This autopicking of RMO may be 2 nd order, 4 th order, or non-parametric (generalized) moveout (GMO). The dip field, residual moveout, and coherency estimates are used as input to the tomography, after various QC steps. Figure 6a shows a generic update loop for ray-based preSDM model building. Terminology can also be confusing here: we only really have a common reflection point or common depth point gather if the velocity model used was correct. So in the early stages of model building, the gathers certainly do not have the same image or depth points, but it is probably be an unnecessary complication to introduce different terminology here, so I've used CRP throughout this article for a gather emerging from depth migration (such gathers are also referred to as common image gathers (CIGs), or common image point (CIP) gathers). The nature of the moveout behaviour after migration is shown in Figure 6b : if the gathers are flat, then at each offset, the reflection event appears at the same depth and traces can be stacked to form an acceptable image. If the reflection events in the gathers curl upwards at far offsets, then the migration velocity was too low (the far offset reflection events did not travel a sufficient number of 'metres per second'). If the events in the gather curl downwards, then the velocity is too high. The tomographic update indicated in Figure 6a strives to adjust migration velocities until all events in all gathers appear acceptably flat across the offset range used.
Typical QC steps include checking to ensure that: non-parametric picking is correctly tracking complex moveout with gathers; remnant multiples have not been picked by the RMO picker; picked structural dips are not corrupted by aliasing for steep events; only events with high coherence are being used in the tomography; picked parameter fields are not 'stripy looking' (acquisition bias needs to be removed); tomographic updates are not unacceptably oscillatory; tomographic residual error has dropped enough; resulting CRP gathers are flat and tie well-markers; structural bias (pull-up and push-down) has been removed; interval velocity profiles match those of available wells.
The overall strategy is to try to resolve the long wavelength velocity structure in the early iterations (perhaps using a tomography cell size of 600*600*400m), and as the model is iteratively refined, to reduce the cell size so as to extract the maximum resolution available from the data. This will depend on data quality, available fold, maximum offset, azimuthal distribution, frequency content, etc., but for good quality data, and especially in deep water where we have good fold of coverage in the near-seabed sediments, cell sizes of perhaps 100*100*20m are reasonable for resolving shallow structure. However, for deeper structures, where we have a poor offset-to-depth ratio, and thus velocity resolution is poor, we may revert to a larger tomographic cell, or to non-tomographic parameter scanning techniques. Figure 6 . a) Generic ray-based preSDM velocity update loop. b) Behaviour of reflection events in a preSDM CRP gather. Events curl upwards when the velocity is too low, downwards when the velocity is too high.
Parametric versus non-parametric autopicking
For moderately complex media, it is practical to characterise the residual moveout (RMO) behaviour by fitting a smooth 2 nd or 4 th order moveout trajectory to the reflection events in the migrated CRP gathers. However, for shorter wavelength velocity variation (on a scale length of a few hundred metres), non-parametric picking is preferred (Hardy and Jeannot 1999; Brittan and Yuan 2005) . Such generalised moveout (GMO) behaviour permits us to better characterise residual moveout anomalies, thus permitting the back-propagation of residuals in the tomography to better localise the velocity anomalies that gave rise to these RMO features (e.g. Lambare 2002; Hardy 2013; Fruehn et al. 2014) .
Wide azimuth and multi-azimuth data
When we have wide-azimuth (WAZ) field data, we can use offset-vector tiles (OVT) as the input data sort order (e.g. Vermeer 1994; Cary 1999) . In this case, the autopicking for a ray-based tomography may work directly with the OVT 3D gathers, so as to perform non-sectored picking. This procedure enables us to determine if there is any azimuthal variation in measured sound speed (perhaps resulting from near-vertical fracturing with a preferred orientation) so as to produce representative V fast , and V slow RMO fields (and an associated azimuth) for input to the tomography. For multi-azimuth (MAZ) data, RMO picking is performed independently using conventional 2D picking tools for each acquisition azimuth, and then the tomography inverts all these RMO fields simultaneously, so as to update a common model. It should be noted that the tomographic engine itself doesn't change: it's just the way we bin and pick RMO information that changes. The tomographic solver should always ray-trace from the actual source and receiver positions, so will honour the locations of whatever data we give it. However, if we only have narrow azimuth (NAZ) data, we will be less able to resolve heterogeneity in the earth structure, as we will have poorer ray coverage and distribution in 3D space than with WAZ or MAZ data.
Anisotropic Model Building
In general, for an elastic solid, there are 21 constants that govern elastic wave propagation, but these are not readily measureable from surface seismic data, so we attempt to classify wave motion using various combinations of them, such as P-wave and S-wave speeds, and other parameters related to anisotropic elastic wave propagation. Our description of anisotropic behaviour often relates to a simplified model where we assume that there is no change in wave speed as a function of azimuth with respect to some polar axis (the transversely isotropic (TI) case). The TI description can be extended to include fractures with a specified orientation, most simply the orthorhombic description where we can have two orthogonal fracture sets, both of which are also perpendicular to the structural bedding plane. Extending this description to incorporate fractures with arbitrary orientations could perhaps be achieved in an elastic migration scheme (Grechka 2015) but inverting to estimate all 21 elastic parameter is beyond current capabilities.
In anisotropic media, it is generally observed that well velocities are lower than the seismic velocities (as the seismic ray-paths sample more of the horizontal sound speed direction which is commonly the fastest in layered media). Thus, the depths from an isotropic depth migration are generally greater than the corresponding well depths (exceptions to this 'rule' could be when we have vertical fractures in a layer or when the lateral stress field dominates propagation behaviour compared to layering effects). Consequently, it is not proper to migrate isotropically using the well velocities, as this will give rise to poorly focussed images and improperly collapsed diffractions.
However, in the TI case, if we migrate anisotropically, we will take into account the deviation between well and seismic velocities via the anisotropy parameters. Using a higher-order picker we can attempt to estimate fourthorder moveout effects, usually characterised by the effective-eta (η eff ) parameter (Alkhalifah and Tsvankin 1995; Alkhalifah 1997; Grechka and Tsvankin 1998). As with RMS velocity being inverted to interval velocity, η eff can be inverted to yield the interval η values for each layer. The η parameter, in conjunction with V nmo is used for time migration. For depth migration, we also need to account for depth calibration, which then requires a velocity term plus at least two other parameters. In the simplest case, this can be achieved using a depthcalibration term delta ( δ ) in conjunction with a term epsilon ( ε ) related to differences between horizontal and vertical velocity (Thomsen 1986 ). In Thomsen's notation, the vertical and horizontal velocities are related to the surface seismic near-offset interval velocity ( nmo V ) by:
and ) 1 ( 2 1 ε ε In other words, the velocity measured from surface seismic data is higher than the earth's vertical velocity component (for positive δ ). Hence, an isotropic depth migration using this higher seismically derived velocity will produce an image that appears too deep in comparison to well-markers. Also, as h V is generally larger than v V , ε should be positive (although from a purely theoretical viewpoint could be negative).
The higher-order moveout seen on NMO corrected or isotropically migrated gathers does not explicitly give us access to ε and δ . The η value derived from measured higher-order moveout η eff ,, is related to Thomsen's ε and δ parameters by:
) 1 ( 2 1 η η
These parameters are interval quantities specified for each distinct layer, and can vary spatially within a layer.
To determine the δ parameter (which primarily governs near vertical propagation), we usually need well control or VSP data. The values for δ for each layer can be estimated from the well-thicknesses Hw and isotropic seismic migration thicknesses Hs:
In the case of TTI (transversely isotropic material -polar anisotropy -with a tilted axis), we should endeavour to measure the thicknesses in the well and the seismic data along the well track (rather than assuming verticality). If we have a VSP corridor stack, then we can perform continuous correlation between the VSP stack and the corresponding preSDM data, so as to form a continuous δ function estimate.
For TTI (as opposed to VTI: polar anisotropy with a vertical axis), the estimation of ε is more complex. The flat-layer assumptions made in a simplistic approach will no longer hold for steeply dipping layers, and a full tomographic solution or a scanning approach will be needed. TTI tomography usually inverts for velocity along the polar axis V 0 and also ε (based on information from a higher order autopicker or a depth-error versus depth curve from a VSP stack). In principle, we can also invert for δ , if we have multi-dip layer constraints, but in practise we usually rely on well calibration to estimate δ . In general, the change in velocity with angle α from the polar axis is given by:
For a vertical polar axis (i.e. VTI), 0
The polar axis for TTI anisotropy is usually taken as being equivalent to the geological structural axis, but this is a questionable assumption (Jones and Davison 2014) .
It is possible to start the model building procedure anisotropically 'from scratch' but this usually requires very dense well control and reliably picked layers to bound the anisotropic regions, and/or some preliminary detailed analysis of seismic data around the well locations. Alternatively, we can commence the model building isotropically so as to attempt to accommodate vertical velocity gradients before comparing well and seismic layer thicknesses (or interval velocity trends) to estimate δ .
In the case of a ray-tracing migration algorithm (such as Kirchhoff), the sound speed used for each ray would differ as a function of direction. In the initial model building route for anisotropic migration, we thus reduce the isotropically-derived seismic velocities by scaling with the δ parameter to bring them into line with the range of well velocities. In general, we do not attempt to invert for all three TTI parameters (as they are too closely coupled) but rather invert sequentially first for velocity and thereafter ε , or perhaps for both these parameters simultaneously (depending on data quality and user preference). Inversion for δ is more questionable, as we have little constraint on it due to scarcity of well control. The dip field itself should ideally constitute another inversion parameter, but is often not inverted for, but simply adjusted at each iteration (either by re-picking the 3D dip field on the latest image or by successive map demigration/remigration of key horizons).
Azimuthal anisotropy may also need to be considered, especially if we have near-vertical fractures (the HTI and orthorhombic cases: e.g. Zdraveva 2012) and/or significant heterogeneity (e.g. Jenner 2008 Jenner , 2011 . However, in order to assess such anisotropy we need to input data with substantial azimuthal coverage for a wide range of offsets (e.g. Schapper et al. 2009 ). In this case, we can extend the TTI description to an orthorhombic paradigm, requiring the introduction of more parameters. Environments where such fractures may be important include the sediment layers distorted over salt canopies and fractures carbonate reservoirs. Estimation of attributes related to fracture openness and orientation are of great interest for reservoir characterisation, so the usefulness of this information extends beyond just model building and imaging.
Anisotropic preSDM in the absence of well control
To reliably estimate the δ parameter, we need well control in addition to surface reflection seismic data. However, it is often noted that in shaley media there exists a reasonably stable relationship between ε and δ (typically ε varies from about 1.5 to 2.0 times δ : e.g. Vernik and Liu 1997) . Hence, in the absence of well control, if we can reliably measure the higher order moveout effects from the long offsets in the seismic data, we could assert a relationship between ε and δ and use that. In this case, we employ 2 nd and 4 th order (or nonparametric) automatic picking to estimate velocity and η RMO, thence employ the fixed relationship between ε and δ to reduce the tomographic solution to a two-parameter problem and invert for velocity and ε , keeping the fixed ε : δ relationship.
Resolving near-surface anomalies
Seismic wavefields encounter near-surface structure on the way down to a deeper reflector and also on the way back up to the receivers. Hence, if there are velocity anomalies missing from the migration model, the resulting image will be unacceptably distorted. These distortions will be encountered at the source location for the downgoing energy, and also at the receiver locations for the upcoming reflected energy, so as the acquisition spread moves across the survey, the width of the disturbed zone will be equal to the cable length plus the geobody width (plus a Fresnel zone, as we are actually dealing with wavefronts rather than hypothetical rays). Hence, although the unresolved geobody itself may only be a few hundred metres wide, the associated subsurface distortion will be several kilometres wide (e.g. Armstrong 2001; Armstrong et al., 2001 ).
The nature of the problem is outlined with simple synthetic data derived from the model shown in Figure 7a , where a low-velocity geobody is present at the sea bed in shallow water. Figure 7b shows the 3550m offset plane after normal moveout (NMO) with a smooth background velocity field (without the low velocity geobody), and the NMO corrected CMP gather. The shallow section is absent, as it falls within the mute-zone, but importantly, the distortion due to the channel appears not below the anomaly location (CMP 2442) but rather symmetrically to either side of it. The CMP gather from location 2300, where the distortion appears for this offset plane, shows the distortion (pushed-down) at offset 3550 m. It is midpoints to either side of the anomaly which are perturbed, as indicated by the two ray-paths on the offset plane (Figure 7b) . However, the appearance of the anomaly in the final migrated image will depend on the interplay of mute, AVO, and migration velocity, as seen in Figure 8 . Here in a preSDM using the smooth background model, the anomaly manifests as a push down immediately below the channel in the shallow section, and as a pair of distortions to either side of the channel in the deeper section. If we had correctly included the channel feature in the preSDM velocity model, then the distortion would be removed, producing a correct subsurface image. A comprehensive overview of building preSDM velocity models for marine near surface velocity anomalies is given in Jones, 2012. A real data example from the North Sea showing essentially these same features is displayed in Figure 9 . Here, the near surface channel (in this instance with high velocity fill) could be resolved both by tomographic inversion or manual picking. In the figure, the results are shown for velocities derived via tomography but constrained by manual picking of the geobody (from Jones, 2012) .
In very shallow water, overcorrected refractions, seabed multiples and the direct arrivals often obscure nearsurface channels, making it difficult to either pick the features on an image or discern moveout behaviour in the low fold data. For this type of 3D data, the geometry and fill velocity of the channel features could be derived by mapping the channel imprint on a deeper reflector. The imprint effect is estimated by subtracting a smoothed and unsmoothed surface, picked on a PreSDM image created using a smooth background velocity model, without any channel features. This forms a 3D geobody that will be used to represent the near surface channel by placing this object in the model at or near the sea bed. Its size and fill-velocity are adjusted until the resulting migrated image is free from distortion (see for example, Jones 2012). (CMP 1950) indicates the available offset range with depth, after muting. The image distortion has a lateral extent related to the available offset range: at 2km depth, the available offset range in the CRP gather is 4300m and the subsurface distortion is spread over about 4800m. It should be noted that both NMO-corrected and pre-stack time migrated (PreSTM) data, even with the 'correct' velocity model, will exhibit the push-down distortion, as neither can correctly deal with a velocity anomaly with a short spatial wavelength. In other words, both NMO and PreSTM make the assumption that all traces in a CMP gather should be processed with the same 1D velocity-time function pertaining to the CMP location. The actual velocity function provided to the process may change laterally, but at any given CMP, traces from all offsets in the gather are treated as if they propagated in the same laterally invariant velocity field. These observations underline the fact that there is no such thing as a 'correct' PreSTM velocity model: we can only obtain a compromise between ignoring lateral velocity change, whilst trying to flatten reflection events in a CMP gather. The consequence is that image distortion in preSTM remains below velocity anomalies. The only way to remove such image distortions is by using PreSDM with an appropriate velocity model.
The next example concerns rapid velocity variation from deep water offshore Sri Lanka (Fruehn et al., 2014) . In this area the sea floor is incised with deep canyons, and the sedimentary sequence below them shows clear evidence of the presence of buried paleo-canyons containing significant lateral velocity variation in comparison to the surrounding sediments. The short wavelength velocity variation associated with the buried canyons will limit the ability of ray-based tomographic inversion to resolve the required level of complexity if the autopicking being used was parametric (in other words, if it tried to fit simple 2 nd or 4 th order curves to the complex moveout).
The CRP gathers from 3D anisotropic Kirchhoff PreSDM from the two approaches are shown in Figure  1 0. Overall, the CRP gather flatness is significantly improved for the deeper major reflectors by employing non-parametric picking. Gathers after conventional parametric update show sinuous RMO behaviour typical of unresolved overburden short-wavelength lateral velocity anomalies. Following non-parametric update, to a large extent the sinuosity is removed, resulting in simpler RMO behaviour. Figure 11 shows the final Kirchhoff 3D PreSDM image in the zone with paleo-canyon complexity after several iterations of parametric picking as compared to the corresponding image after four iterations of non-parametric moveout picking. Overall the image is significantly improved for all deeper major reflectors, and velocity features of just a few hundred metres width are resolved. In this example, the smallest tomography cell-size used was 150 * 150 * 25 m. 
Picking constraint layers
When we have significant velocity variation (perhaps > 1.5 times change in velocity) on a scale length less than the tomography cell-size, then picked horizon constraints can be useful in model building. Picking horizons as constraints in a grid-based tomography is sometimes referred to as hybrid (or hybrid gridded) tomography. For example, Figure 12 shows the top chalk horizon overlying the Silverpit crater in the North Sea. Here the chalk surface displays circular corrugations with a peak-to-peak distance of several hundred metres. In this case, the tomographic cell size (600 * 600 * 400m) was too coarse to resolve such lateral and vertical variation, and a picked constraint layer was employed to constrain the model (Evans et al. 2005) . Using a purely gridded velocity model suffers from an imprint of the unresolved top-chalk structure at the base-chalk horizon ( Figure  13a ) and deeper structures. Inserting a picked constraint layer at the top chalk resolves this problem, as shown in Figure 13b . 
Salt
Such manual picking is usually inevitable where salt tectonics are involved, for a variety of reasons: the velocity contrast at the salt interface is often large, the topography of the salt is usually too rugose for ray methods to work well (both tomography and migration), the internal layered (flow) structure and velocity distribution within the evaporite body is usually very poorly understood and perhaps unresolvable (Jones and Davison, 2014) , and scattering can render through-salt ray-tracing impractical.
Hence, salt model building tends to be more of a manual exercise than a simple tomographic model update.
Once the overburden velocities are determined (by tomography), we pick the top salt (usually on an RTM image), and then populate the velocity model below the top-salt-pick with a representative velocity ('flooding') and migrate in order to image the base salt (again with an RTM algorithm). This process may be repeated and adjusted several times to refine the salt, and salt velocities can be adjusted to cater for inclusions ('dirty salt' models) or internal evaporite structures (see for example, the SEG sub-salt imaging special edition of Geophysics: Leveille et al. 2011) .
Converted mode reflections from the base salt can sometimes be exploited to help delineate the base salt (e.g. Lewis 2006) . These reflections will have a different angular coverage than P-wave reflections so can sometimes illuminate parts of the base salt not seen in the P-wave data. This is achieved by performing a preSDM with a velocity model using S-wave velocity within the salt body: the assumption being that we have P-wave propagation to and from the top salt, with conversion to shear occurring at the top salt, such that we have shear propagation within the salt body itself. Given that the salt shear-wave velocity is usually about half that of the P-wave velocity, any potential base-salt shear images could perhaps be seen in previous 'sediment-flood' iterations, thereby giving an indication as to whether a shear-velocity flood is worthwhile.
When we have a velocity inversion below the salt, which is often the case, the angular coverage of reflections from sub-salt reflectors is usually very poor; hence velocity resolution is severely compromised. In addition upcoming raypaths from deeper reflectors can often undergo post-critical reflection at the base salt hence we do not actually receive much upcoming energy (e.g. Cao and Brewer, 2013) .
Stress-induced effects
If we have a salt weld, where the salt thickness has thinned to almost zero at the base salt horizon, there can be a pronounced increase in vertical stress due to the comparative lack of buoyant uplift compared to adjacent salt pillows. This tends to locally increase the seismic velocity in the sedimentary strata just above the weld (e.g. Hoetz, et al. 2011) , but this detail may not be adequately accounted for in the depth migration velocity model. The velocity used in the migration will therefore be too low in the vicinity of the weld and underlying structures will be pulled-up on migrated sections (Jones and Davison, 2014) .
In addition to the stress effects in the sediments overlying and adjacent to the salt body, we also have the possibility of anomalous behaviour below the salt due to reduction in overburden stress caused by buoyancy effects, lowering seismic velocities in comparison with neighbouring outboard sediments with the same depth of burial (e.g. Sengupta and Bachrach, 2008; Petmecky et al. 2009 ). Reduction in velocity can also be observed in over-pressured shales (e.g. Ritter 2010). Such stress induced effects, summarised in Figure 14 , can increase or decrease sediment velocity by about 15% (e.g. Hoetz et al. 2011; Petmecky et al. 2009 ).
In addition to salt induced stress effects, we have the more general field of geomechanical modelling, where the effects of sediment loading and regional stress variation can be incorporated into a model to help predict or constrain a velocity field (e.g. Birdus 2008; Herwanger and Koutsabeloulis 2011). Figure 14 . Velocity imprint of stress regimes in vicinity of salt. We have pull-up (under-migration) of features below a salt weld if the sediment velocity above the weld is too low, and push-down (over-migration) of features below a salt pillow if the higher outboard sediment velocities are extrapolated under the salt without compensating for the effects of salt buoyancy (which will reduce the velocity).
Land environments: topography and statics
For land data, there are several factors that introduce traveltime distortions to what would otherwise be smooth moveout trajectories in gathers. Rapidly varying elevation introduces trace-to-trace jitter, as do near-surface velocity variations due to such things as weathered zones, karstic voids, and dunes. In addition, if the surface is not horizontal, then even for a constant-velocity medium, the moveout behaviour in CMP gathers is not hyperbolic, so velocity analysis and other 2D transform-based processes such as Radon and tau-p filters are compromised. Hence for conventional data pre-processing and NMO velocity analysis we have to apply various static time-shift corrections at the source and receiver, which are typically surface-consistent, and at CMP locations, in an attempt to make moveout behaviour look locally more hyperbolic (e.g., Zhu, et al., 1992; Cox, 1999) . Figure 15 summarizes the different sources of statics for a land environment. On the left of the figure, we note a locally flat floating datum specific to each individual CMP gather (the blue line in Figure 15 ) designed to make moveout behaviour look more hyperbolic. The near-surface model static shift for each trace in a CMP is made up of high spatial frequency (HF) surface-consistent components at both the source and receiver locations, which result from any rapid topographic variations and any rapid near-surface velocity variation, plus a low spatial frequency (LF) CMP-consistent component to shift all traces in the CMP from their shot and receiver elevations to a common flat processing datum at the CMP smooth floating datum elevation. The LF static component can be derived from refraction analysis, perhaps resulting from tomographic inversion of first arrival picks. For near-surface velocity variation, i.e., the weathered zone, we typically shift traces to the base of the weathered zone with the weathering velocity, and then back to the surface with a replacement velocity. When the HF and LF statics have been applied there may still be some very high spatial frequency jitter (VHF) which can be removed using residual static techniques.
It is also preferable to have all traces output from the processing to be of the same length, referenced to a common origin; hence times will be referenced to an overall flat datum. During pre-processing, this might be an intermediate flat datum at some average elevation, but for the final output from a depth migration project it will often be a final flat velocity datum plane situated above the highest point of the topography, with a constant replacement velocity between it and the near-surface floating datum, which is a smooth version of the actual topography. The depth migration algorithm itself will migrate from the smooth near-surface floating datum, and then following the migration, the data would be referenced to the flat final velocity datum plane. In the marine environment we can also have static effects between sail lines, resulting from tidal, water temperature and salinity variations.
For pre-stack migration we are able to either ray-trace or downward-continue from the near-surface floating datum and can thus incorporate some of the surface features in the velocity model, hence do not need to apply all of these static corrections. We may still want to apply statics for pre-stack migration, in both time and depth; and this will depend on the lateral scale length of the near-surface velocity anomalies. If, for example, the nearsurface velocity anomalies are smooth enough to be properly handled by the migration, then we should incorporate them in the migration velocity model, and not as static corrections. For smooth surface topography we could migrate the data as they stand, without the need for static correction. If, however, the topography varies rapidly, and/or we are unable to incorporate near-surface velocity anomalies into the velocity model, then a static treatment will still be required to shift the data to the smooth near surface datum (the black dashed line in Figure 15 ).
Whereas time migration cannot deal with lateral velocity anomalies of less than a cable length in width, depth migration can cope with such heterogeneity, except for very small-scale velocity or topography anomaliesthese may still need to be addressed with a static solution (indicated with the green arrows in Figure 15 ).
If the surface elevations of the shots and receivers are handled correctly then, as with near-surface velocity anomaly effects, there should be no imprint of the topographic relief on the deeper seismic image. Thus, for land data, just as we need to quality control marine data using the near-offset channels, we need to ensure that there are no remnant pull-up or push-down distortions on the deeper parts of the image that resemble the surface topography. This quality control may be performed by creating a map of the arrival times or RMS amplitude distribution on a deep horizon and comparing these to the near-surface features, such as topography and/or channel distributions, to highlight any remnant imprints on the image.
Unfortunately, a mismatch between what has been done in pre-processing and what is to be done in migration, can easily occur, giving rise to false structure in the final image. For example, if there are some near surface effects that are treated as a static in the pre-processing, but are to be incorporated as a velocity feature in the depth migration, then we must ensure that the pre-processing component of this static is removed prior to the migration. Otherwise we will be accounting for the geological effects twice. 
Waveform Inversion
The methods outlined so far have either been based on ray theory, whose lateral resolution is limited by the Fresnel zone to perhaps a few hundred metres or been based on some seriously limiting assumptions, which produce very approximate solutions. To move beyond these methods, we need a technique that can better estimate the small-scale velocity distribution in the near surface, and waveform inversion is intended to do this. Waveform inversion, also referred to as waveform tomography or full waveform inversion (see Table 2 ), has the potential to deliver accurate and precise estimates of near-surface velocity structure at a scale length similar to the wavelength of the seismic data (e.g. Pratt 2003; Warner et al. 2010; Brittan et al. 2013) . As indicated in Figure 5 , more conventional ray-based tomographic techniques are limited in their resolving power to several times the wavelength of the recorded waves.
In ray-based tomography, we iteratively forward modelled just the arrival times of events, but with waveform methods, we attempt to forward model the full waveform, hence incorporate amplitude, wavelet phase and arrival times. Ideally, we'd also like to include all source generated effects including surface waves, but current implementations restrict the analysis to only transmitted and reflected body waves (energy travelling within the solid earth, and not along the surface). Consequently, any surface wave energy must be removed prior to waveform inversion.
It was noted in the description of ray tomography that we may have dozens of iterations within the tomographic solver. The same is true for waveform inversion. The computational cost associated with iterative forward modelling of a full elastic wavefield is high, and as a consequence current methods are limited in what they setout to achieve. In addition, it can be shown that the convergence rate of such iterative procedures depends on both the lowest available frequency, and also on how close the starting model is to the true model (Bill Symes, pers. com.; Symes 2008; Plessix et al. 2010; Shah et al. 2012; Symes and Huang 2014) . Also , although we may have a good initial estimate of Vp (usually coming from some ray-based tomographic inversion), we need to question how we could obtain reasonable starting estimates of Vs, density, Q, and any anisotropy parameters.
Given that most current (at time of writing: July 2015) industrial implementations make an acoustic approximation (ignoring density changes), we have a serious problem in trying to invert using reflection data. In ignoring density changes, we will obtain an inaccurate estimation of the wavelet amplitude, which will manifest itself as a velocity error when the wave form tomography tries to match the modelled amplitudes against the real data by adjusting the velocity. Hence, we need to find those components in the data which are less sensitive to density, and refractions satisfy this requirement. However, refractions only penetrate to a depth of perhaps 1/3 -¼ of the cable length, hence only facilitate model updates in the shallow part of the seismic section. In order to obtain any meaningful penetration depth we thus need long offsets.
However, any velocity error in the starting model commonly manifests itself on the farthest offsets as cycle skipping, which is difficult (but not impossible) to avoid in inversion: this leads to the problem of falling into local minima (Warner at al., 2013) . The simplest way to mitigate cycle skipping is to work with a low frequency waveform, which has little oscillatory structure (hence few side lobes to confuse the matching process).
As a result of the above requirements, at least for waveform inversion in the data domain (Table 2) , we need long offsets and low frequencies for contemporary schemes to converge reliably (Plessix and Perkins, 2009; Vigh et al., 2009; Sirgue et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011) . Inversion using WEM-VA is a bit less restrictive, in that being based on reflection events in the migrated data, it can resolve deeper anomalies albeit perhaps more smoothly varying. However, with increase in computer power, we will be able to afford more iterations, and in addition, be able to forward model with more representative schemes including Q, anisotropy, and density. We may then obtain more robust models and benefit from making use of deeper reflection events (as once we include density contrast, the modelled amplitudes of the reflection events will be more reliable). However, unless we also use multi-component data, the null space of the inversion is likely to increase.
Another technique of increasing interest is surface wave inversion (note that the waveform inversions schemes already mentioned deal with seismic body waves travelling in the solid earth, and not surface waves). Here, the high amplitude ground-roll events that plague land and OBC data recordings are themselves exploited in an attempt to estimate near-surface properties, primarily shear velocities. By analysing the dispersion behaviour for various propagation modes, S-wave velocity estimates can be obtained for the first few hundred metres below the surface (e.g., Socco et al., 2010; Douma and Haney, 2011) .
Non-tomographic update
There are cases where tomography experiences difficulties in updating the velocity model. These are usually where the signal-to-noise ratio is too poor to reliably pick moveout error, or when we suffer from a low offsetto-depth ratio (and thus have poor velocity resolution). Even for waveform inversion, some parameters can be poorly constrained (e.g. anisotropy) and a scanning method is still of use.
In these cases, velocity perturbation image scanning can be used, whereby a scan of preSDM imaged sections or suites of CRP gathers are produced for a series of lines (and/or crosslines). Each member of the scan corresponds to a migration produced with a slight perturbation of the velocity model, and/or the anisotropy parameters. Picking velocity updates from these scans yields a very powerful interpretational tool for constraining the velocity update in difficult areas. This image scanning technique can be applied via perturbations imposed either from the surface, for both Kirchhoff and WEM migration methods, or from just below some horizon (e.g. base salt, base permafrost, etc.) in the WEM case (e.g. Wang et al. 2006 ).
Summary
In order to produce a reliable image of the subsurface, we must employ a depth migration scheme. However, in order to do this, we require a detailed model of the parameter fields for use by the migration. In the most complete contemporary visco-acoustic case these parameter fields include: Vp, structural dip axes, orthorhombic anisotropy parameters, and Q. Moving beyond this (albeit complex) simplification to a fuller rendition of the elastic strain tensor with 21 independent components is unlikely to happen.
Obtaining reliable values of all these parameters for the full 3D volume to be imaged is perhaps impractical, so we make various simplifying assumptions. Even with such assumptions, inverting for a wide range of parameters given a limited and inconsistent data set is challenging. In the best-case scenario, ray based tomography supplemented with waveform inversion can yield a suitable model. However, we often still need to fall-back on various bespoke techniques requiring manual intervention in order to incorporate detailed velocity anomalies in the migration model.
In their current form, industrial model building techniques are iterative, requiring several rounds of migration, tomography, and event picking, typically taking several months to provide a model for a large seismic survey.
